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Abstract. The software toolchain includes static analyzers to check assertions
about programs; optimizing compilers to translate programs to machine language;
operating systems and libraries to supply context for programs. Our Verified Software Toolchain verifies with machine-checked proofs that the assertions claimed
at the top of the toolchain really hold in the machine-language program, running
in the operating-system context, on a weakly-consistent-shared-memory machine.
Our verification approach is modular, in that proofs about operating systems
or concurrency libraries are oblivious of the programming language or machine
language, proofs about compilers are oblivious of the program logic used to verify
static analyzers, and so on. The approach is scalable, in that each component is
verified in the semantic idiom most natural for that component.
Finally, the verification is foundational: the trusted base for proofs of observable properties of the machine-language program includes only the operational
semantics of the machine language, not the source language, the compiler, the
program logic, or any other part of the toolchain—even when these proofs are
carried out by source-level static analyzers.
In this paper I explain some semantic techniques for building a verified toolchain.

Consider a software toolchain comprising,
A Static analyzer or program verifier that uses program invariants to
check assertions about the behavior of the source program.
A compiler that translates the source-language program to a machinelanguage (or other object-language) program.
A runtime system (or operating system, or concurrency library) that
serves as the runtime context for external function calls of the machinelanguage program.
We want to construct a machine-checked proof, from the foundations of
logic, that Any claims by the static analyzer about observations of the source-language
program will also characterize the observations of the compiled program.
We may want to attach several different static analyzers to the same compiler, or
choose among several compilers beneath the same analyzer, or substitute one operating system for another. The construction and verification of just one component, such
as a compiler or a static analyzer, may be as large as one project team or research
group can reasonably accomplish. For both of these reasons, the interfaces between
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components—their specifications—deserve as much attention and effort as the components themselves.
We specify the observable behavior of a concurrent program (or of a single thread
of that program) as its input-output behavior, so that the statement Program p matches
specification S can be expressed independently of the semantics of the programming
language in which p is written, or of the machine language. Of course, those semantics
will show up in the proof of the claim! Sections 10 and 11 explain this in more detail.
But observable “input-output” behaviors of individual shared-memory threads are
not just the input and output of atomic tokens: a lock-release makes visible (all at once)
a whole batch of newly observable memory, a lock-aquire absorbs a similar batch, and a
operating-system call (read into memory buffer, write from memory buffer, alloc memory buffer) is also an operation on a set of memory locations. Section 1 explains.
The main technical idea of this approach is to define a thread-local semantics for a
well-synchronized concurrent program and use this semantics to trick the correctness
proof of the sequential compiler to prove its correctness on a concurrent program. That
is, take a sequential program; characterize its observable behavior in a way that ignores
intensional properties such as individual loads and stores, and focus instead on (externally visible) system calls or lock-aquire/releases that transfer a whole batch of memory
locations; split into thread-local semantics of individual threads; carry them through the
modified sequential proof of compiler correctness; gather the resulting statements about
observable interactions of individual threads into a statement about the observable behavior of the whole binary.
Because our very expressive program logic is most naturally proved sound with respect to an operational semantics with fancy features (permissions, predicates-in-theheap) that don’t exist in a standard operational semantics (or real computer), we need
to erase them at some appropriate point. But when to erase? We do some erasure (what
we call the transition from decorated op. sem. to angelic op. sem.) before the compilercorrectness proof; other erasure (from angelic to erased) should be done much later.
We organize our proof, in Coq, as follows. (Items marked • are either completed
or nearly so; items marked ◦ are in the early stages; my principal coauthors on this
research (in rough chronological order) are Sandrine Blazy, Aquinas Hobor, Robert
Dockins, Lennart Beringer, and Gordon Stewart. Items marked – are plausible but not
even begun.)
• We specify an expressive program logic for source-language programs;
◦ we instrument the static analyzer to emit witnesses in the form of invariants;
◦ we reimplement just the core of the static analyzer (invariant checker, not invariant
inference engine) and prove it correct w.r.t the program logic;
• we specify a decorated operational semantics for source-language programs;
• we prove the soundness of the program logic w.r.t. the decorated semantics;
• we specify an angelic operational semantics;
• we prove a correspondence between executions of the decorated and the angelic
semantics;
 we prove the correctness of the optimizing compiler w.r.t. the angelic operational
semantics of the source and machine languages;
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– we prove the equivalence of executions in the angelic operational semantics in a
weakly consistent memory model and in a sequentially consistent memory model;
• we specify an erased (i.e., quite conventional) operational semantics of the machine language;
• we prove a correspondence between executions of the angelic and erased semantics.
The composition of all these steps gives the desired theorem. Q.E.D.
The  verified optimizing compiler is not by our research group, it is the CompCert
compiler by Leroy et al. [24] with whom we have been collaborating since 2006 on
adjusting the CompCert interfaces and specifications to make this connection possible. Since Leroy et al.’s correctness proof of CompCert in Coq constitutes one of the
components of our modular verification, it seemed reasonable to do the rest of our verification in Coq. In addition, some of the logical techniques we use require a logic with
dependent types, and cannot be expressed (for example) in HOL (higher-order logic,
a.k.a. Church’s simple theory of types). We wanted to use a logic whose kernel theory
(in this case, CiC) is trustworthy, machine-checkable, and well understood. Finally, we
wanted a system with well-maintained software tools, mature libraries of tactics and
theories, and a large user community. For all these reasons we use Coq for our Verified
Software Toolchain (VST), and we have been happy with this choice.

1 Observables
Specifications of program behavior must be robust with respect to translation from
source language to machine language. Although the states of source- and target-language
programs may be expressed differently, we characterize the observable behaviors (or
observations) of source- and target-language programs in the same language [15].
Our source language is a dialect of C with shared-memory concurrency using semaphores (locks). The C programs interact with the outside world by doing system calls—
with communication via parameters as well as in memory shared with the operating system—and via lock synchronization (through shared memory). One thread of a
shared-memory concurrent program interacts with other threads in much the same way
that a client program interacts with an operating system. That is, the thread reads and
writes memory to which the other threads (or operating system) have access; the thread
synchronizes with the other threads (or OS) via special instructions (trap, compareand-swap) or external function calls (read-from-file, semaphore-unlock). We want the
notion of observable behavior to be sufficiently robust to characterize either kind of
interaction.
For each system call, and at each lock acquire/release, some portion of the memory
is observable. But on the other hand, some parts of memory should not be observable.1
In private regions of memory, compilers should have the freedom to optimize loads
and stores of sequential programs: to hoist loads/stores past each other, and past control operations, to eliminate redundant loads and stores, etc.—subject only to dataflow
constraints.
1

Of course, the operating system can observe any part of memory that it wants to. But the
O.S. should not “care” about the thread’s local data, while it does “care” about the contents of
memory pointed to by the argument of a write system call.
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Of course, with a naive or ill-synchronized approach to shared memory, it is possible
for one thread to see another’s loads and stores, and therefore the compiler might alter
the output of a program by “optimizing” it. At least for the time being, we restrict our
attention to well-synchronized programs—in which any thread’s write (read) access to
data is done while holding a semaphore granting exclusive (shared) permission to that
data. In such a regime, we can achieve that loads and stores are not observable events.
This is an important design principle.
“Volatile” variables with observable loads/stores can be treated in our framework,
with each load or store transformed—by the front end—into a special synchronization
operation. Leroy has recently instrumented the front end of CompCert to perform this
transformation.
Extensional properties. This approach to program specification deliberately avoids intensional properties, i.e. those that characterize how the computation proceeds. This
design decision frees the compiler to make very general program transformations. However, that means that we cannot specify properties such as execution time.
Permissions and synchronization. When a thread does a system call or a lock synchronization, there is implicitly a set of addresses that may be “observed.” Our specification of observations makes this explicit as permissions. A thread that (at a given
time) has write permission to a memory address can be sure that no other thread (or
operating system) can observe it. Lock synchronizations and system calls can change
a thread’s permission in controlled and predictable ways. From the compiler’s point of
view, synchronizations and system calls are instances of external function calls, which
can change memory permissions in almost arbitrary ways.
The permissions have no concrete runtime manifestation—since, of course, we are
compiling to raw machine code on real machines. Instead, they are a “fictional” artifact of static program invariants: a static permission-based proof about a program says
something about its non-stuck execution in a permission-carrying operational semantics. Then, the permissions present in our decorated and angelic operational semantics
disappear in the erased operational semantics.
In fact, the difference between the decorated and angelic operational semantics is
in how the permissions change at external function calls. The decorated operational
semantics is annotated with sufficient program invariants to calculate the change in
permissions; the angelic semantics is equipped with an “angel” that serves as an oracle
for the change in permissions; see Section 7.

2 The Programming Language and Compiler
Our VST project was inspired in part by Leroy’s CompCert verified optimizing C
compiler [24]. CompCert is a remarkable achievement, on the whole and in many particulars. For example, the CompCert memory model by Leroy and Blazy [25] supports
storing of bytes, integers, floats, and relocatable pointers in a byte-addressable memory;
is sufficiently abstract to support relocation and the kinds of block-layout adjustments
that occur during compilation; and is sufficiently general that the same memory model
can be used for the source-level semantics, the target-machine semantics, and at every
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level in between. The tasteful design of the memory model is one reason for CompCert’s
success.
CompCert “merely” proves that, whenever it compiles a C program to assembly
language, any safe execution in C corresponds to a safe execution in assembly with the
same observable behavior. But where do safe C programs come from, and how can one
characterize the observable behavior of those C programs? If those questions cannot be
answered, then it might seem that CompCert is like a highly overengineered hammer
without any nails.
Our Verified Software Toolchain uses C minor [24] as a source language. C minor
is the high-level intermediate representation used in CompCert for the C programming
language. CompCert compiles the C programming language (or rather, a very substantial subset called C light [9]) through 7 intermediate languages into assembly language
for the PowerPC processor; the third language in this chain of 9 is C minor. For each
language in the chain, Leroy has specified the syntax and operational semantics in the
Coq theorem prover. Each of the 8 compiler phases between these intermediate languages is proved (in Coq) to preserve observational equivalence between its input (a
program in one intermediate language) and its output (a program in the next language).
We chose to use C minor (instead of C light) as the target for VST, for two reasons:
C minor is more friendly to Hoare-style reasoning as there are no side effects inside
expressions;2 and C minor can be used as a target language from source languages such
as ML or Java.

3 Oracle Semantics
Remarkable as CompCert is, its original specification was too weak to express the interaction of a thread with its context—whether that context is the operating system or
other concurrent threads. We want to remedy that weakness without making fundamental changes to the CompCert correctness proof.
We factor the operational semantics to separate core programming-language execution from execution steps in the operating-system/runtime-system/concurrency context,
which we call the oracle for short. We do this because the same oracle will be applied
to both the source- and machine-language programs; and because (conversely) different
kinds of oracles will be applied to the same source- or machine-language program.
The CompCert C compiler [24] is proved correct with respect to a source-level operational semantics and a machine-level operational semantics. In early versions of CompCert, the source-level semantics was big-step and the machine-level was small-step.
Each semantics generated a trace, a finite or infinite sequence of observable events, that
is, system calls with atomic arguments and return values.
This specification posed obstacles for integration into our verified toolchain: the bigstep semantics was inconvenient for reasoning about concurrent threads; the system
calls did not permit shared memory between client and operating system (e.g. did not
permit the conventional model of system calls); the lack of shared memory meant that
2

More precisely, because C minor is not a subset of C, we had some flexibility to negotiate with
Leroy a few modifications to the specification of C minor: e.g., unlike C minor 2006, C minor
2010 has no side-effects inside expressions.
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a shared-memory concurrency model was difficult; the coarseness of memory-access
permissions meant that concurrent separation logic was difficult; and so on.
Therefore we worked with Xavier Leroy to adjust the specification of CompCert’s
source-level operational semantics. Now it is a small-step semantics, with a lattice of
permissions on each memory address. Instead of a trace model–in which the behavior
of a program is characterized by a sequence of atomic values read or written, we characterize the behavior by the thread’s history of (shared-memory) interactions with the
oracle. Each state of the small-step semantics contains three components: oracle state
Ω, memory m, and core state q. A core step is a small-step of computation that is not
an external function call; an oracle step is taken whenever the computation is at an external function call. Each core step affects only m and q, leaving Ω unchanged; each
oracle-step affects only Ω and m.
What is the oracle? If we are modeling the interaction of a sequential C program with
its operating system, then the oracle is the operating system, and the external function
calls are system calls. If we are modeling the interaction of a sequential C thread with
all the other threads in a shared-memory concurrent computation, then the external
function calls are lock-acquire and -release, and the oracle is all the other threads. An
early version of this oracle model of concurrency is described by Hobor et al. [20,21].
The advantage of the oracle model is that, from the point of view of the C compiler and its correctness proof, issues of concurrency hardly intrude at all. Still, Hobor’s
oracle model was only partly modular: it successfully hid the internal details of the
oracle from the compiler-correctness proof, but it did not hide all the details of the
programming language from the oracle. This was a problem, because it was difficult
to characterize the result of compiling a concurrent C program down to a concurrent machine-language program. Dockins [15] has a substantially more modular oracle
model, which is the basis for the verified toolchain described here.

4 The Program Logic
Proofs of static analyses and program verifiers are (often) most convenient with respect
to an axiomatic semantics (such as a Hoare Logic) of the programming language; we
call this the program logic. Proofs of compilers and optimizations are (often) most
convenient using an operational semantics.3 Therefore for the source language we will
need both an axiomatic and an operational semantics, as well as a machine-checked
soundness proof that relates the two.
We intend to use the program logic as an intermediate step between a static analysis
algorithm and an operational semantics. We would like to do this in a modular way—
that is, prove several different static analyses correct w.r.t. the same program logic, then
prove the program logic sound w.r.t. the operational semantics. Therefore we want the
program logic to be as general and expressive as possible.
We start with a Hoare Logic for C minor: the judgement Γ  {P }c{Q} means that
command c has precondition P and postcondition Q. Somewhat more precisely, if c
starts in a state satisfying P , then either it safely infinite-loops or it reaches a state
3

At the very least, the particular proof that we want to connect our system to—CompCert—is
w.r.t. an operational semantics.
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satisfying Q. However, C minor has two control-flow commands that can avoid a fallthrough exit: exit n breaks out of n nested blocks (within a function), and return e
evaluates e and returns its value from the current function-call. Thus, Q is really a triple
of three postconditions; an ordinary assertion for fall-through, an assertion parameterized by n (equivalently, a list of assertions) for exit and an assertion parameterized by
return-value for return.
To take a simple example, the judgement
4,π

4,

4,π

4,

Γ  {∃x. (v ⇓ x) ∗ (x → 6) ∗ (x+4 → x)} [v+4] :=4 0 {∃x. (v ⇓ x) ∗ (x → 6) ∗ (x+4 → 0)}

can be read as follows: Before execution of the store statement, local variable v points to
some address x; the current thread has partial permission π to read (but not necessarily
write) a 4-byte integer (or pointer) at x; the current 4-byte contents of memory at x is 6;
the thread has full permission  to read or write a 4-byte integer (or pointer) at x + 4;
the current contentents at x + 4 is x. Furthermore, by the rules of ∗ in separation logic,
x is not aliased to x + 4, though in this case we didn’t need separation logic to tell us
this obvious fact!
After the assignment, the situation is much the same except that the contents of x + 4
is now a null pointer. The exit and return postconditions (not shown) are both false
since the store command neither exits nor returns.
The global context Γ maps addresses to their function specifications. The assertion
f : {P }{Q} means f has precondition P and postcondition Q.
Since C (and C minor) permits passing functions as pointers, in the program logic
one can write ∃v. (f ⇓ v) ∗ (v : {P }{Q}), meaning that the name f evaluates to some
pointer-value v, and v has precondition P , etc. Since the function can take a sequence
of parameters and return an optional result, in fact P and Q are functions from value-list
to assertion.
The operators ∃, ∗, →, and : are all constructed as definitions in Coq from the underlying logic. We use a “shallow embedding,” but because of the almost-self-referential
nature of some assertions (“f (x) is a function whose precondition claims that x is a
function whose precondition...”), the construction can be rather intricate; see Section 6.
In a Hoare logic one often needs to relate certain dynamic values appearing in a
precondition to the same values in a postcondition. For example, consider the function int f(int x){return x + 1; }. One wants to specify that this function returns a value
strictly greater than its argument. We write a specification such as,
∃v. f ⇓ v ∧ v : (∀x : int.{λa.a = x}{λr.r > x})
or, using a HOAS style for the : operator, ∃v. f ⇓ v ∧ v : [int]{P }{Q}
where P = λxλa.(a = x) and Q = λxλr.(r > x). This notation permits the shared
information x to be of any Coq type τ , where in this example τ = int.
The use of HOAS (higher-order abstract syntax) hints that we shallowly embed the
assertions in the surrounding logical framework, in this case Coq, to take advantage of
all the binding structure there.
To reason about polymorphic functions or data abstraction, our Hoare logic permits
∃x : τ.P
universal and existential quantification:
∀x : τ.P
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where τ can be any Coq type, and P can contain free occurrences of x. Of course this is
just Coq “notation” for the HOAS version:
∀[τ ]P 
∃[τ ]P 

where P is a function from τ to assertion.
It is particularly important that τ can be any Coq type including quantified assertions.
That is, the quantification is impredicative. Impredicativity is necessary for reasoning
about data abstraction, where the abstract types in the interface of one module can be
themselves implemented by abstract types from the interface of another module.
To specify inductive datatypes, our program logic has an operator μ for recursively
defined assertions: μx.P (x) satisfies the fixpoint equation μx.P (x) = P (μx.P (x)),
(or in HOAS μP = P (μP )), provided that P is a contractive function [6].
Ordinary Hoare logics have difficulty with pointers and arrays, especially with updates of fields and array slots. Therefore we use a separation logic, which is a Hoare
logic based on the theory of bunched implications. In an ordinary Hoare logic, the assertion P ∧ Q means that P holds on the current state and so does Q. In separation
logic, P ∗ Q means that the current state can be expressed as the disjoint union of
two parts, and P holds on the first part while Q holds on the second part. The assert
emp holds on exactly the empty state, and true holds on any state. Thus the assertion
(P ∗ Q) ∧ (R ∗ true) holds on any state s that can be broken into two pieces s1 ⊕ s2 ,
where P holds on one and Q on the other; and such that R holds on some substate of
the state.
Our separation logic has a notion of partial ownership, or “permissions.” The asserπ
tion x → y means that the current state has exactly one address x in it; the contents
of this address is the value y; and the current state has nonempty permission π to read
(or perhaps also to write) the value. Permissions form a lattice; some permissions give
read access, stronger permissions give write access, and the “top” permission gives the
capability to deallocate the address. In contrast to previous permission models [11,29]
ours is finite, constructive, general, and modeled in Coq [16].
Partial ownerships and overlapping visibility mean that “disjoint union” is an oversimplification to describe the ⊕ operator; we use a separation algebra, following
Calcagno et al.; but we have a more general treatment of units and identities [16].
To reason about concurrent programs, we use a concurrent separation logic (CSL).
O’Hearn [28] demonstrated that separation logic naturally extends to concurrency, as it
limits each thread to the objects for which it has (virtual) permission to access. Portions
of the heap can have their virtual ownership transferred from one thread to another
by synchronization on semaphores. We have generalized O’Hearn’s original CSL to
account for dynamic creation of locks and threads [21]; Gotsman et al. made a similar
π
generalization [18]. The assertion  ; R means that address  is a lock (i.e., semaphore)
with visibility (permission) π and resource invariant R. Permission π <  means that,
most likely, some other thread(s) can see this lock as well; if only one thread could see 
then it would be difficult to use for synchronization! Any nonempty π gives permission
to (attempt to) acquire the lock. Resource invariant R means that whenever a thread
releases , it gives up a portion of memory satisfying the assertion R; whenever a thread
acquires , it acquires a new portion of memory satisfying R. While  is held, the thread
can violate R until it is ready to release the lock.
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The basic CSL triples for acquire/release are
π

π

{ ; R} acquire  {R ∗  ; R}

π

π

{R ∗  ; R} release  { ; R}.

In summary, programs have pointers, we want to reason about aliasing, hence Separation Logic rather than just Hoare Logic. Programs have higher-order functions, polymorphism, and data abstraction; hence we want impredicative quantification in the
logic. Programs have concurrency, hence we want resource invariants. Finally, different
front-end static analyses will make different demands on the program logic, so we want
the program logic to be as expressive and general as we can possibly make it. We end
up with impredicative higher-order concurrent separation logic.

5 Instrumenting Static Analyses
Hoare-style judgements can be proved in an interactive theorem prover by applying the
inference rules of the program logic. But there are many kinds of program properties
that, with much less user effort, a static analyzer can “prove” automatically. We are
interested in removing the quotation marks from the previous sentence.
One way to connect a static analyzer to a program logic is to have the analyzer
produce derivation trees in the logic. But this may require a large change to an existing
analyzer, or significantly affect the software design of an analyzer; and the derivation
trees will be huge. Another way would be to prove the analyzer correct, but analyzers
are typically large programs implemented in languages with difficult proof theories;
sometimes they have major components such as SAT solvers or ILP solvers.
We propose to instrument the analyzer in a different way. A typical analyzer infers
program invariants from assertions provided by the user. In a sense, the invariants are
the induction hypotheses needed to verify the assertions. We propose that the analyzer
should output the program liberally sprinkled with invariants. A much simpler program
than the analyzer, the core of the analyzer, can check that the invariants before and after
each program statement (or perhaps, program block) match up.
We will implement the core of each analyzer in the Gallina functional programing
language embedded in the Coq theorem prover. We will use Coq to prove the soundness
of the core w.r.t. our program logic. Then we use Coq’s program-extraction to obtain
a Caml program that implements the core. The toolchain then starts with the full (untrusted, unverified) static analyzer, whose results are rechecked with the (verified) core
analyzer.
My undergraduate student William Mansky conducted one successful experiment in
this vein [26]: he reimplemented in Gallina the concurrent-separation-logic-based shape
analysis by Gotsman et al. [19], and proved it correct4 with respect to our program logic.
He found that this shape analysis was simple enough that he could implement the entire
analysis including invariant inference in Gallina, without needing an unverified front
end.
4

Well, almost proved. The problem is that Gotsman et al. assume a Concurrent Separation Logic
with imprecise resource invariants, whereas our CSL (as is more standard [28]) requires precise
resource invariants. The joy of discovering mismatches such as this is one of the rewards in
doing end-to-end, top-to-bottom, machine-checked proofs such as the VST.
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6 Semantic Modeling of Assertions
We want to interpret an assertion P as a predicate on the state of the computation:
more or less, s |= P is interpreted as P (s). Some of our assertion forms characterize information about permissions, types, and predicates that are nowhere to be found
in a “Curry-style” bare-bones operational semantics of a conventional target machine.
Therefore we use more than one kind of operational semantics: a decorated semantics
with extra information, an angelic semantics with partial information, and an erased
semantics with even less information.
We have erasure theorems—that any nonstuck execution in the decorated semantics
corresponds to a nonstuck execution in angelic semantics with similar observables, and
ditto for the angelic to the erased semantics. Assertions require the decorated semantics.
π
π
A judgement s |= 10 →1 8 ∗ 11 →2 0 means that s (in the decorated and angelic
semantics) must contain not only 8 at address 10 and 0 at address 11, but must also keep
track of the fact that there is exactly π1 permission at 10, and π2 at 11.
π
The assertions  ; R (meaning that  is a lock with resource invariant R and visibility π) and v : [τ ]{P }{Q} (v is a function with precondition P and postcondition Q)
are interesting in that one assertion is characterizing the binding of an address ( or v)
to another assertion (R, P, Q).
Somehow the decorated state s must contain predicates; which in turn predicate over
states. Achieving this—in connection with impredicative quantification and recursive
assertions—is quite difficult; the semantic methods of the late 20th century were not up
to the task. If we interpret assertions naively in set theory, we violate Cantor’s paradox.
We solve this problem using the methods of Ahmed [4] as reformulated into the
“Very Modal Model” [6] and “Indirection Theory” [22]. The recent formulation of
Birkedal et al. [8] could also be used. The basic trick is that each state s indicates a
π
degree of approximation (a natural number ks ). When s |=  ; R, then the assertion
R can be applied to states s only strictly more approximately than ks . When the computation takes a step s → s , it must “age” the state by making sure that s is strictly
more approximate than s, that is, ks < ks .
In a decorated state an address can map to any of:
valπ v
lockπ R
funπ [τ ]P Q

Memory data byte v with permission π
Lock with resource-invariant R
Function entry point with precondition P , post Q

In the angelic semantics the predicates are removed—leaving only valπ v, lockπ , funπ —
and in the erased semantics the permissions are removed.

7 Partial Erasure before Bisimulation
Our toolchain has, near the front end, a higher-order program logic; and near the back
end, an optimizing compiler composed of successive phases. Each phase translates one
language to another (or to itself with rewrites), and each phase comes equipped with a
bisimulation proof that the observable behavior is unchanged.
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The fact that program-states s contain “hair” such as approximation indices and predicates, poses some problems for the modularity of the top-to-bottom verification of the
toolchain. To verify the soundness of the program logic w.r.t. the operational semantics,
we need states s containing predicates. As explained in Section 6, Indirection Theory
requires that predicates embedded in states must be at specific levels of approximation,
and these need to be “aged” (made more approximate) at each step of the computation.
On the other hand, to verify the correctness of the optimizing compiler the predicates
are unneeded, and the aging hampers the bisimulation proofs. For example, a compiler
phase might change the number of steps executed (and thus the amount of aging).
Thus we erase the predicates in moving from the decorated to the angelic semantics. But there are a few places where the predicates have an operational effect, and
we replace these with an angelic oracle that supplies the missing information. All of
our ageable predicates are within the Ω (oracle) component of the state; and thus this
erasure has no effect on the m and q components.
π
Let address  ; R be a lock (semaphore) in Concurrent Separation Logic, with
resource invariant R. R must be a precise separation-logic predicate, meaning that R is
satisfied by a unique subheap (if any subset) of a given memory. When a thread releases
this lock, the (unique) subheap satisfying R, of the current heap, is moved from threadownership to lock-pool ownership.
The operational effect on fully-erased memory is only that the semaphore goes from
state 0 to state 1. The operational effect on decorated or angelic memory is that the
permissions π of the thread (and of the lock pool) change. The way the permissionchange Δπ is calculated, in the decorated semantics, is that R is fetched from the state
and (classically, not constructively) evaluated.5 That is, in a decorated state, at each lock
address, is stored the resource invariant R.
Unlike decorated states, angelic states contain no predicates. Instead of calculating
Δπ from R, the angel is an oracle that contains a list of all Δπ effects that would
have (nonconstructively) satisfied from deleted predicates. At each semaphore-release
operation, the next Δπ is consumed from the angel.
Dockins [15] shows the proof that For each safe execution in the decorated semantics, there exists an angel that gives a safe execution in the angelic semantics with the
same observable behavior.

8 Bisimulation
After the static analyzer or a program verifier has proved something about the observable behavior of a source program in the decorated semantics, we partially erase to the
angelic semantics. The compiler-correctness proof, showing that source-language and
machine-language programs have identical observables, is done in the angelic semantics of the several intermediate languages.
5

Our own proofs (and those of CompCert) do not use classical axioms such as choice and excluded middle; we use only some axioms of extensionality. But classical axioms are consistent
with CiC+extensionality, so the user of our program logic may choose to use them. Therefore
we do not assume that the satisfaction of R must be constructive.
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The original CompCert proofs were done by bisimulation, with respect to a simple
notion of finite or infinite traces of atomic events, with no shared memory. Because the
CompCert languages are deterministic, the bisimulations reduce to simpler simulation
proofs. These proofs rely on a set of general lemmas about simulations and bisimulations in small-step semantics equipped with observable traces.
We are able reuse the existing CompCert proofs with very little modification, by ensuring that our oracle/observable interface is as compatible as possible with the original
trace-based specification. From oracles and observables, Dockins [15] proves a set of
simulation lemmas very similar to the original versions in CompCert. From these, Leroy
can easily adapt the CompCert proofs.6 The fact that the operational semantics is angelic is almost invisible in the CompCert bisimulations, because the angel is consulted
only at certain of the external function calls, and never during ordinary computation
steps corresponding to instructions emitted by the compiler.
If there had been predicates in the heap (i.e. the decorated semantics), the bisimulations would have been harder to prove (and require more changes to the CompCert
proofs), because the aging of predicates required by Indirection Theory would age the
state by different amounts depending how many instructions a compiler optimization
deletes.
Even so, there have been a few changes to the CompCert specification to accommodate our verified toolchain. In addition to the new notion of observables, CompCert now
has an address-by-address permission map. Leroy has already modified CompCert (and
its proof) to accommodate these permissions (CompCert 1.7, released 03/2010).
The need for permissions in the (angelic) operational semantics is in response to a
problem explained by Boehm: “Threads cannot be implemented as a library.” [10] He
points out that hoisting loads and stores past aquire/release synchronizations can be unsafe optimizations, in shared-memory concurrent programs. He writes, “Here we point
out the important issues, and argue that they lie almost exclusively with the compiler
and the language specification itself, not with the thread library or its specification.” Indeed, the permissions in our decorated or angelic semantics form such a specification,
and CompCert is proved correct with respect to this specification.

9 Weak Memory Models
The angelic semantics (and its management of permissions) must be preserved down
to the back end of the compiler, so that each optimization stage can correctly hoist
loads/stores past other instructions. Only then can full erasure of permissions be done,
into the erased semantics.
At this time, the program is still race-free, and the permissions in the angelic semantics allow a proof of this fact. This suggests that executions in a weakly consistent
memory model should have the same observable behavior as sequentially consistent
executions. It should be possible to prove this, for a given memory model, and to add
this proof to the bottom of the verified software toolchain. Recent results in the formal
specification of weak memory models [31,12] should be helpful in this regard.
6

As of mid-2010, CompCert is not yet fully ported to the new model of observations.
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10 Foundational Verification
Foundational verification is a machine-checked formal verification where we pay particular attention to the size and comprehensibility of the trusted base, which includes
the specification of the theorem to be proved, the axiomatization of the logic, and the
implementation of the proof checker.
It is instructive to use Proof-Carrying Code as a testbed for gedanken experiments
about what constitutes the trusted base of a formal method for software. Then in the
next section we can apply this methodology to the Verified Software Toolchain, and
compare both the size of the trusted base and the strength of what can be proved.
Consider the claim that Program P in the ML (or Java) language does not load or
store addresses outside its heap. What is the trusted base for a proof of this claim of
memory safety? Implicit in this claim is that P is compiled by an ML (or Java) compiler
to machine language. A full statement of this theorem in mathematical logic would
include: (1) the specification of the operational semantics and instruction encodings of
the machine language, (2) the specification of memory safety as a property of executions
in the machine language, and (3) the entire ML (or Java) compiler. A verification is a
proof of this theorem for P , and naively it might seem that part of this proof is a proof
of correctness of the ML (or Java) compiler.
ML and Java are type-safe languages: a source-language program that type-checks
cannot load or store outside the heap when executing in the source-language operational
semantics. Consequently, the machine-language program should also be memory-safe,
if the compiler is correct. Proof-carrying code (PCC) [27] was introduced as a way
to remove the compiler from the trusted base, without having to prove the compiler
correct—machine-checked compiler-correctness proofs seemed impractical in 1997.
Instead of relying on a correct compiler, PCC instruments the (untrusted, possibly
incorrect) compiler to translate the source-language types of program variables (in
the source-language type system) to machine-language types of program registers (in
some machine-language type system). Then one implements a program to type-check
machine-language programs. Let P  be the compilation of P to machine-language; now
the theorem is that P  is memory-safe. The trusted base includes the machine-language
type-checker, but not the compiler: that is, one trusts that, or proves that, if P  typechecks then it is memory safe.
Proof-carrying code originally had three important limitations:
1. There is no guarantee that P  has the same observable (input/output) behavior as
P , because the compiler is free to produce any program as output so long as it
type-checks in the machine-language type system;
2. For each kind of source-level safety property that one wishes to proof-carry, one
must instrument the compiler to translate source-level annotations to checkable
machine-level annotations;
3. The claim that Any program that type-checks in the machine-language type system
has the desired safety property when it executes is still proved only informally; that
is, there was a LATEXproof about an abstraction of a subset of the type-checker.
Foundational proof-carrying code [5] addresses this third point. We construct a formal
specification of the machine-language syntax and semantics in a machine-checkable
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logic, and a specification of memory-safety in that same logic. Then the theorem is,
Program P  is memory-safe, and neither the compiler nor the machine-language type
annotations need be trusted; the type annotations are part of the proof of the theorem,
and the proof need not be trusted because it is checked by machine.
The Princeton foundational proof-carrying code (FPCC) project, 1999-2005, demonstrated this approach for core Standard ML. We demonstrated that the trusted base could
be reduced to less than 3000 lines of source code: about 800 for a proof checker, written in C and capable of checking proofs for any object logic representable in LF; a few
lines for the representation of higher-order logic (HOL) in LF; and about 1500 lines to
represent instruction encodings and instruction semantics of the Sparc processor [32].
We instrumented Standard ML of New Jersey to produce type annotations at each basic
block [13] and we built a semantic soundness proof for the machine-level type system
[1]. Other research groups also demonstrated FPCC for other compilers [17,14].
The late-20th-century limitation that inspired PCC and FPCC—that it is impractical to prove the correctness of an optimizing compiler—no longer applies. Several
machine-checked compiler-correctness proofs have been demonstrated [23,24,30].
Proof-carrying code is no longer the state of the art.

11 What Is the Trusted Base?
Our main theorem is, Claims by the static analyzer about the source-language program
will characterize the observations of the compiled program.
How is this statement to be represented in a machine-checkable logic? We may
choose to use complex and sophisticated mathematical techniques to prove such a statement. The compiler may use sophisticated optimization algorithms, with correspondingly complex correctness proofs. We can tolerate such complexity in proofs, because
proofs are machine-checked. But complexity in the statement of the theorem is undesirable, because some human—the eventual consumer of our proof—must be able to
check whether we have proved the right thing.
A “claim” by a static analyzer relates a program p to the specification S of its observable behavior. That is, let A be the static analyzer, so that A(p, S) means that the analyzer claims that every observation o of source-language program p is in the set S. Let
C be the compiler, so that C(p, p ) means that source program p translates to machinelanguage program p . Let M be the operational semantics of machine language, so that
M (p , o) means that program p can run with observation o.
Then the main theorem is, ∀p, p , S, o. A(p, S) ∧ C(p, p ) → M (p , o) → o ∈ S.
That is, “if the analyzer claims that program p matches specification S, and the compiler
compiles p to p , and p executes on M with observation o, then o is permitted by S.”
The statement of this theorem is independent of the semantics of the source language! If we expand all the definitions in this theorem, the “big” things are A, C, S,
and M . The consumer of this theorem doesn’t need to understand A or C, he just needs
to make sure that A and C are installed, bit-for-bit, in his computer. The definition S is
just the specification of the desired behavior of the program, and this will be as large or
as concise as the user needs. The semantics M is only moderately large, depending on
the machine architecture; in the FPCC project the Sparc architecture was specified in
about 1500 lines of higher-order logic. [32]
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What is not in the statement of this theorem is the operational or axiomatic semantics
of the source language, or the semantic techniques used in defining the program logic!
All of these are contained within the proof of the theorem, but they do not form part of
the trusted based needed in interpreting what the theorem claims.
It seems paradoxical that a claim about the behavior of a program can be independent
of the semantics of the programming language. But it works because of the end-to-end
connection between the program logic and the compiler. The theorem can be read as,
“When you apply the compiler to the syntax of this program, the result is a machinelanguage program with a certain behavior.” That sentence can be uttered without reference to the particular source-language semantics.
What else do you need to trust? The analyzer A and compiler C are written in Gallina, the pure functional programming language embedded in the Coq theorem prover.
Coq contains software s1 to check proofs about Gallina programs, and software s2 to
translate Gallina to ML. The OCaml compiler s3 translates ML to machine-language;
the machine language runs with OCaml runtime-system s4 . All of these are in the
trusted base, in the sense that bugs in the si can render the proved theorem useless.
FPCC had a much smaller trusted base, avoiding s1 –s4 .7 But at least these components s1 –s4 are fixed for all proofs and projects, and well tested by the community; and
perhaps some of the techniques used in the FPCC project, such as a tiny independent
proof checker, could be applied here as well to remove the si from the trusted base.

12 Conclusion
Highly expressive program logics require different semantic methods than compilercorrectness proofs. Proofs about a sequential thread require different kinds of reasoning than proofs about operating systems and concurrency. A top-to-bottom verified
toolchain requires all these kinds of reasoning, and thus we choose the right formalism for each component, and prove the relationships between the formalisms. In this
way we achieve a system that is sufficiently modular that its major components can be
built and proved by entirely separate research groups.
In the process, more work goes into thinking about specifications and interfaces than
into the individual components. This is not a bad thing, in the end.
A formal proof may be “wrong” for either of two reasons: There may be a mistake
in one or more steps of the proof, so that the “proof” fails to prove the stated theorem;
or the statement of the theorem may be not what was intended. Using a proof assistant
to mechanically check the proof prevents the first kind of problem, but not the second.
This is why I find it so important to do a big top-to-bottom system and connect all the
components together in the same metalogic. For example, our paper in LICS’02 [2]
was a correct proof of a nice-looking theorem (semantic model of a type system with
mutable references, polymorphism, and recursive types) but only in the application to
the big Foundational Proof-Carrying Code project did we discover that it was the wrong
theorem: the type system had predicative quantification, but we needed impredicative.
We had to go back to the drawing board and figure out how to do impredicativity as well
7

For the explanation of why no compilers are in FPCC’s trusted base, see [7, §8.2]. Unfortunately that argument does not apply to the VST.
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[3,4]. Footnote 4 describes one such incident in the VST project, and there have been
many more along the way. Big “systems” projects have an important place in research
on the formal semantics of software.
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